IRISH IN ARGENTINA MEET.

Urge Establishment of Consulates at Dublin and Buenos Aires.

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina, Dec. 1 (Associated Press).—The first Argentinian Irish convention, just held here, at which Laurence Ginnell, the Irish envoy, was the principal speaker, voted to send delegates to the Universal Irish Race Conference, to be held in Paris next January. All the business of the convention was discussed on the basis of an Ireland completely independent as a nation, including a proposal to seek the establishment of consulates by Argentina and Ireland in Buenos Aires and Dublin, respectively, and measures to promote the interchange of commerce between Ireland and Argentina.

It was contended that Argentina could find a good market in Ireland for her products in exchange for Irish manufactured goods, which speakers declared "owing to British control actually pass for British."

In addressing the convention, Mr. Ginnell said:

"If Great Britain wants peace, it is only necessary to leave us alone."

The convention was attended, for the most part, by Argentinian residents of Irish origin.